Lesson Plan for October 15- October 26, 2018
Theme: Creepy Crawlies

Math

Language

Science

Geography

 Fly Counting
 Number Identification 1-20
 Lady Bug Math

 Cont. l/e/d Letter Sounds
 Letter Identification
 Insect Word Wall

 Wings or No Wing Bug Sort
 Insect Nomenclature Cards
 Butterfly Life Cycle

 North American Flags
 North American Countries
 Where Do We Find Bugs?

Goals: To focus on the
identification of numbers, to
practice the skill of them, and
participating in works that utilize
our counting skills

Goals: To continue to grow our
knowledge of new letter sounds as
well as knowing each letter. Learning
and identifying insect names.

Goals: To explore various aspects
and attributes of insects, and to
categorize them accordingly. To
learn a new life cycle.

Goals: To expand our knowledge of
the continent in which we live by
learning about the 3 countries, their
flags, and the map they are
presented on.

Practical Life
 Saying Please and Thank You
 How to Use a Colander
 How to form an Opinion

Sensorial

Fine Motor

Large Motor

 Knobless Cylinders
 Spider Sensory Bin
 Insect Color Sort

 Tracing Stencils
 Using Snap Blocks and Beads
 Cutting Practice

 Moving Like a Bug
 Creating Spider Web
 Raking Leaves

Goals: To practice using our
manners with friends within the
classroom, taking our knowledge of
a topic and forming our own
opinions, and practicing pouring.

Goals: To utilize our senses of sound,
touch, and taste to complete tasks
involving colors, spider webs/spiders,
and sensorial objects on our shelves.

Goals: To improve our hand
strength and our fine motor skills to
complete tasks like tracing,
connecting and cutting.

Goals: to be able to participate in
group and individual movement
activities that support what is
learned through our theme.

Outdoor Classroom

Books

Art

Music/Sound Awareness

 Looking for Bugs
 Drawing with Sidewalk Chalk
 Taking a Nature Walk

 The Very Hungry Caterpillar
 Insect Themed Literature
 Parts of a Story Line

 Painting with Sponges
 Insect Themed Artwork
 Using “Just Enough” Glue

 Lining up for the Hallway Chant
 Bug Themed Poems/ Songs
 Playing Soft Music at Worktime

Goals: To utilize the outdoor space,
materials, and their imaginations to
draw and find insects in their
environment.

Goals: To use both fiction and
nonfiction text to support and grow
our understanding and knowledge of
insects, as well as learning about the
storyline of a book.

Goals: To complete fun and creative
activities that utilize the creepy
crawly world of insects, and to learn
the skill of not using a lot of glue.

Goals: To utilize songs to support
our learning within circle time and in
the hall, and to create a peaceful
work environment through soft
music.

Remember to__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Special Events__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Notes_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Completed X
Not Completed O Needs to be Reintroduced ______

